TOUCH™ SWITCH, MAGNESIUM

ASTH1532M2 | adorne

FEATURES & BENEFITS

USAGE

Perfect for anywhere you'd like to upgrade a standard switch with sleek, recognizable touchscreen technology. The modern, minimalist adorne Touch Switch functions just like your smartphone's touch screen - simply touch your finger to turn lights on and off.

Use on its own to control a light from one location (single-pole operation) or pair with a second switch or dimmer to control a single light source from two locations (three-way operation).

Pair with matching Touch Dimmer Switch to create a uniform look throughout a room or your entire house. This item is also available in white and graphite.

GETTING STARTED

• Time to install: 15 minutes or less.
• Fits existing electrical box and does not require new wires for typical installation.
• Innovative snap-in system ensures easy installation.
• This item requires an adorne Wall Plate. Shop now to choose from dozens of finishes including a variety of luxurious metals, or order in your own custom finish.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Color: Magnesium
Style: Touch

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

UL Standard: Yes

DIMENSIONS

Depth (US): 1.63"
Length (US): 2.66"
Width (US): 1.77"

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Amps: 15